
 

Contractions ‘not’ ‘is’ ‘had’ ‘would’ 
 
1. Write the two words that make up the following contractions. 

isn’t _______  +  _______  here’s _______  +  _______ 

won’t _______  +  _______  couldn’t _______  +  _______ 

 they       +   would 
  _______  +  _______ 

they’d 

 

      it’d 

 _______  +  _______ 
 

_______  +  _______  

     
 

2. Write the contraction for the following word pairs. 

we would __________  who is __________ 

there is __________  were not __________ 

 

3. Write contractions to complete the sentences using the word pairs beside. 

“__________ the problem?” asked Ms Rivera.  (what is)

Jason knew __________ better hurry to make the bus. (he had)

Hayley said __________ be great to see a movie. (it would)

They __________ know the way back home. (will not)

 

4. Use the contractions to complete the sentences. 

    Cross each word off once you use it. 

 we’d there’s she’s wasn’t  

Look! ________ an eagle! ________ coming tomorrow.

That ________ as long as I thought.
Our team is only new.

________ never won.
 

 

 



 

Contractions ‘not’ ‘is’ ‘had’ ‘would’ Answers 
 
1. Write the two words that make up the following contractions. 

isn’t is  +  not  here’s here +  is 

won’t will +  not  couldn’t could +  not 

 they       +   would 
  it +  would 

they’d 
 

 
     it’d 

 they +  had 
 

it  +  had  

     
 

2. Write the contraction for the following word pairs. 

we would we'd  who is who’s 

there is there’s  were not weren’t 

 

3. Write contractions to complete the sentences using the word pairs beside. 

“What’s the problem?” asked Ms Rivera.               (what is) 

Jason knew he’d better hurry to make the bus.           (he had) 

Hayley said it’d be great to see a movie.              (it would) 

They won’t know the way back home.                (will not) 

 

4. Use the contractions below to complete the sentences. 

    Cross each word off once you use it. 

 we’d there’s she’s wasn’t  

Look! There’s an eagle!             She’s coming tomorrow.             

That wasn’t as long as I thought.             
Our team is only new. 
we’ve never won.             

 

 

 

 


